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I. INTRODUCTION 
The work described in this technical report is part of an ongoing project to build practical 
tools for the manipulation, analysis and visualisation of recordings of the natural 
environment. This report describes the methods our research group uses to remove 
background noise from spectrograms. It updates techniques previously described in Towsey 
and Planitz (2011), Technical report: acoustic analysis of the natural environment, 
downloadable from: http://eprints.qut.edu.au/41131/. It also describes noise removal from 
waveforms, a technique not described in the above 2011 technical report. 
 
It is important to note that, in the context of audio recordings of the environment, “noise” can 
have several meanings. Noise does not mean just electronic or microphone noise as engineers 
understand it. Much of the “noise” in environmental recordings is of physical origin (also 
called geophony, due to wind, rain, leaf rustle, etc.) and biological origin (also called 
biophony, due to cicada, cricket and other animal vocalisations). In this work we define noise 
as that acoustic energy which remains constant through the duration of a recording. Thus it is 
possible that the same acoustic source may contribute to both “noise” and specific events 
(“signal”). For example, if we assume that crickets are evenly distributed in the landscape 
around a sensor, there will be a background “murmur” of crickets but the chirps of those 
crickets closest to the microphone will register as specific acoustic events within the 
background. Likewise, wind gusts will stand out as specific acoustic events within the 
constant noise generated by a background of moving air. Finally there is another sense in 
which noise is any acoustic event that is not of interest and/or obstructs the detection of those 
events that are of interest. 
 
Our “noise” removal algorithm is designed to remove that acoustic energy (regardless of its 
origin) which remains constant through the duration of a recording. The algorithm assumes 
an additive model in which the energy of acoustic events is added to an acoustic background 
whose energy is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution. It is further assumed that the 
recording contains sufficient “silence” (absence of significant acoustic events) that the mean 
and standard deviation of the background noise can be estimated. Typically we remove noise 
from recordings of duration 30 seconds to 2 minutes. 
 
II. METHODS 
 
Signal Processing 
Over the past five years our lab has acquired signals from a variety of makes of mobile 
telephone, from custom-built sensors and commercial sensors. Recordings are sampled at 16 
or 22.05 kHz and a bit rate of 16. Formats are either .wav or .mp3. In order to reduce 
computational burden, we usually resample recordings at 17,640 samples per second (after 
filtering to remove content above the Nyquist frequency of 8820 Hz). Since we are most 
often analysing birdcalls, almost all of the acoustic activity of interest is below 8820 Hz.  
 
Typically we process a long recording by splitting it into one-minute segments of audio. If a 
signal is re-sampled at 17,640 samples per second and divided into non-overlapping frames 
of 512 samples each, there will be approximately 4,140 frames per one minute of recording 
(the exact number depending on how the mp3 recording is reconstituted). The final fractional 
frame in each minute is discarded. 
 
Production of a wave envelope 
A wave envelope is derived from the signal by taking the maximum absolute value in each 
frame. The number of values in the wave envelope of a one-minute audio segment will 
therefore equal the number of complete frames. 
 
Spectrograms 
For the preparation of spectrograms, signals are typically framed using a window of 256 or 
512 samples and 0% or 50% overlap. A Hamming window function is applied to each frame 
prior to performing a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The spectra are smoothed with a moving 
average window of width three. Depending on the subsequent analysis to be performed, the 
spectral amplitude values (A) may be converted to spectral power or to decibels (dB) using: 
dB = 20.log10(A). Note that decibels are a ratio. Consequently, the dB values at this stage are 
with respect to a hypothetical signal having unit amplitude in each frequency bin. 
 
Noise removal from the waveform 
We remove noise from a one-minute waveform using the adaptive level equalisation 
algorithm originally used for end-point detection in speech recordings {Lamel, L. F., L. R. 
Rabiner, et al. (1981), An improved endpoint detector for isolated word recognition. IEEE 
Trans. ASSP ASSP-29: 777-785}. The method assumes that the wave envelope values are in 
decibels. It also assumes an additive model with noise having a Gaussian distribution whose 
average does not exceed 10dB above the minimum value of the wave envelope.  
 
1. Find the minimum and maximum values of the waveform. If the minimum value is less 
than -60dB, the minimum is set to -60dB. This protects against spurious zero amplitude 
values that can occur when a recording device malfunctions. However it needs to be 
adjusted dependent on the quality of the microphones used. 
2. Compute a 100 bin histogram of the decibel intensity values. The minimum bin 
matches the minimum of the waveform. The maximum bin value equals 10dB above 
the minimum. If a waveform value lies outside the bounds of the histogram, it is not 
included in the histogram.  
3. Smooth the histogram using a moving average filter (window = 3, 5 or 7 as 
appropriate). 
4. The modal intensity corresponds to the histogram bin having maximum count. 
5. It can also be useful to calculate one standard deviation of the noise distribution by 
accumulating counts in bins below the mode until 68% of total counts below the mode 
are accumulated. 
6. A decibel threshold for the waveform is given by the modal intensity plus N times the 
standard deviation. Higher values of N will remove more energy from the waveform. 
7. Subtract the threshold value from each waveform value and truncate negative values to 
zero. In practice we follow Lamel in setting N = 0. Adaptive level equalisation has the 
effect that during silence, the waveform power is close to zero. 
 
 
Noise removal from spectrograms 
The contribution of noise to recordings of the environment typically declines with increasing 
frequency. However, we do not assume a standard pink noise model. Rather, we estimate the 
modal noise power independently for each of the frequency bins in the spectrogram of each 
one-minute recording. We use a modified version of the same adaptive level equalisation 
algorithm due to Lamel et al. (see above). Note that this modified version can be applied 
regardless of whether the spectrogram values are converted to decibels or not. Having 
calculated a threshold intensity value for each frequency bin, we subtract it from each value 
in that bin (with truncation of negative values to zero). 
 
A: For each frequency bin (or row of spectrogram values): 
1. Prepare a histogram whose length equals 1/8th of the total number of values in the 
frequency bin. (Assuming 4140 frames in the spectrogram, the histogram bin count = 
4140 / 8 = 517)  
2. Compute a (517 bin) histogram of the intensity values. The minimum and maximum 
histogram bins match the minimum and maximum values respectively in the current 
frequency bin. All values are included in the histogram. This is a point of modification 
of Lamel et al.’s original algorithm. They limit the histogram range to 10 dB above the 
minimum intensity value, which is possible in the context of a noise controlled 
environment. In environmental recordings, noise varies between recordings, sensors 
and sites, so we use data dependent limits. 
3. Smooth the histogram using a moving average filter (window = 5). 
4. The modal intensity value corresponds to the bin containing maximum count. If this bin 
lies in the top 5% of bins, set the modal intensity value to the 95% bin (bin 491 in the 
case of a histogram having 517 bins). 
5. One standard deviation of the noise distribution can be calculated by accumulating 
counts in histogram bins below the modal bin until 68% of total counts below the mode 
is reached. 
6. A threshold for the current frequency bin is given by its modal intensity plus N times 
the standard deviation. Higher values of N will remove more energy from the 
spectrogram. In practice we find setting N > 0.1 removes too much signal (distant bird 
calls in particular) from the spectrogram. 
 
B: Step A produces a “noise profile”, a vector of “background noise” values, one value for 
each frequency bin. 
1. Smooth the noise profile using a moving average filter (window = 5). Smoothing the 
noise profile eliminates possible “banding” in the noise reduced spectrograms. 
2. Subtract the resulting background noise values from the values in each frequency bin. 
Truncate negative values to zero. 
 
C: We implement an additional noise removal step to compensate for setting N to a small 
value in step A.6. This technique better preserves the structural integrity of complex acoustic 
events (e.g. bird calls) but removes noise from background locations further removed from 
that event. 
1. For each neighbourhood (3 frames x 9 frequency bins) centred on any element/pixel in 
the spectrogram, calculate the average spectrogram value. 
2. If the average value is less than a user determined threshold, set the value of the 
central element equal to the minimum in the neighbourhood. Typically the minimum 
will be zero because this step is carried out after Steps A and B. We use a threshold 
equal 0.015 or 2-4dB depending on the units of the spectrogram. 
 
Adaptive level equalisation has the effect that during silence, the power in every frequency 
bin fluctuates around 0 dB but during an acoustic event it is considerably higher. Thus it 
becomes possible to define a single absolute threshold for the detection of an acoustic event 
that spans multiple frequency bins. 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Noise intensity versus frequency for a typical spectrogram derived from a mobile 
phone recording; original and smoothed values shown. 
 
Our approach assumes that in a one-minute audio segment, each frequency bin contains 
sufficient frames without signal in order to estimate the modal noise intensity for that bin. 
This condition cannot be defined more precisely since the required sufficiency of background 
noise pixels depends on the distribution of signal intensity pixels. In practice we find that 
most bio-acoustic recordings permit accurate estimates of the modal background noise. A 
significant exception occurs when insects (especially cicadas and orthoptera) call continually 
in a narrow frequency band. The peak at 8 kHz shown in Figure 1 is due to a chorus of 
crickets. 
 
The background noise profile shown in Figure 1 is typical when a mobile phone is used as the 
sensor. The power drop-off above 8-9 kHz is due to a filter applied in the phone. This drop-
off is not usually a problem because there is little biological activity above this level. Cricket 
chirps at 9 kHz are the highest narrow band acoustic activity we typically encounter. 
Furthermore, identification of bird calls can be achieved without capturing the highest 
harmonics, which in any case tend to drop out at a distance. 
